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PADDLING LAPORTE LAKES
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A perfect summer day greeted 33 participants who
paddled their way through the “La Porte Chain of
Lakes” on August 28. This was a joint outing of
the LPCCT and the Northwest Indiana Padding
Association. The water trail started in Stone Lake
near Cummings Lodge. On Stone Lake, paddlers
came upon a channel that leads to Hennessey
Swamp; here some branches had to be moved out
of the way to allow everyone to pass. Another
channel runs through Hennessey Swamp that allows for easy paddling. The trail then runs under a
bridge for Lake Shore Drive. The first paddlers
under the bridge had to deal with the hanging spiders and everyone following appreciated their efforts in brushing the spiders aside. The channel
then runs for several hundred yards parallel with
Pine Lake Avenue. This channel is wide and easy
to paddle (see photo on right). Eventually the channel comes to the culvert under Weller Avenue.
See Paddlers next page
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PRESENTATION ON LPCCT
AVAILABLE FOR GROUPS
A power point program has been created by
the LPCCT which is available to any group
that is interested in our work in La Porte
County. The presentation lasts about 40
minutes and highlights the LPCCT preserves
in La Porte County. If you are interested in
this presentation contact Dennis Richardson
at 219-778-2810.
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Paddling Continued
The channel continues to Lily Lake. Although this channel
was not accessible to the participants, perhaps in future
years the paddlers will be able to portage at this point and
continue on.
A fair amount of trash was picked up by paddlers, including
a plastic 55 gallon drum. It is possible that in future years an
outing will be arranged for picking up trash.
After the group returned to Cummings Lodge on Stone Lake
some participants continued to the channel that connects
Stone Lake with Pine Lake. This group continued along the
southwest shore of Lower Pine Lake until the shore line
transitions into a wetland. At this point the paddlers headed
back to Cummings Lodge.
A highlight of the trip was an osprey that flew directly over
the paddlers when they left Cummings Lodge. May be he
was surprised not to hear any engines!
Afterward, everyone enjoyed a potluck lunch at Cummings
Shelter.
Before the paddling event several LPCCT members removed invasive species at Craven Pond Preserve, which is
located near Stone Lake. This preserve was improved with a
walking trail and the replacement of invasive species with
native plant species several years ago in partnership with the
Rotary Club and the La Porte Parks and Recreation Dept.
Because of the success of this event , the paddling outing
will be held again next year on Sunday, August 28. Cummings Lodge has been reserved for this date.
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Removal of invasive plants at Craven Pond

HIKERS HAVE A WET AND WILD TIME AT THOMPSON BOG
This past summer the LPCCT sponsored the first public
hike at Thompson Bog, a little known ecological jewel
owned by the Indiana DNR and located in Hudson Twp.
The DNR has declared this bog to be one of the highest
quality bogs in Indiana. There are no trails on Thompson
Bog and a special temporary boardwalk was constructed
to enable hikers to walk from the forest edge to the mat
of the bog. Even with the boardwalk, footing was mushy
and hikers had to step carefully to avoid plunging their
feet through the bog mat (some of them did). To avoid
disturbing the bog the participants penetrated only a short
way into it. The hikers were treated to close up looks of
bog plants like sundew, leatherleaf and tamarack.
Once the hike was completed the boardwalk was removed to prevent any damage to the bog.
The LPCCT would like to extend a special thank you to
John Ervin for building the boardwalk and guiding the
hike. And let’s not forgot the wienie roast he provided
for lunch!
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DNR ecologist John Ervin explains the plant life of Thompson Bog

CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT SET FOR
DECEMBER 15
The 25th annual Northeast La Porte County Christmas
Bird Count has been set for Wednesday, December 15.
The LPCCT is a co-sponsor of the count along with the
Potawatomi Audubon Society.
The Christmas Bird Count monitors birds through the
Christmas period throughout the United States and Canada. This is one of the largest “citizen scientist” efforts in
the world, with approximately 1600 counts involving
thousands of participants across North America. Data collected in the CBC is used to track bird population trends
and migration patterns. Data collected for the Northeast
La Porte County count since 1986 can be found at
www.audubon.org.
The Northeast La Porte County count is a 15 mile diameter circle that covers all or part of Galena, Hudson, Wills,
Springfield, Kankakee and Center townships. If you
would like to participate call Dennis Richardson at 219778-2810 or email hawkridg@csinet.net.
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Downy woodpeckers like this one photographed
in Galena Township are often seen on the Christmas Bird Count
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